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We show a quantum state with explicit local hidden-variable models for correlations between
any fixed number of subsystems which cannot be extended to a model simultaneously describing
correlations between different numbers of subsystems. The explicit models we discuss may involve
several settings per observer and the way to disqualify them involves only two settings per party.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ta
I. INTRODUCTION
There exist correlations between quantum systems
that cannot be explained by any local hidden-variable
(LHV) theory. The simplest scenario that demonstrates
this phenomenon involves bipartite entangled quantum
states measured with one of two local observables [1, 2].
This original approach of Bell was later extended to cor-
relations between more parties [3–6] and to correlations
between different numbers of subsystems [7–11]. A natu-
ral question arises if there is a correlation Bell inequality
that can be violated although all inequalities involving
correlations between fixed number of observers are satis-
fied?
Our main finding is that there exist multiparty states
with explicit local hidden-variable models for correlations
between any fixed number of subsystems, in a Bell sce-
nario with two settings per party. Nevertheless these
models can be disqualified. It turns out that they are
incompatible with each other and cannot be extended to
model correlations between various numbers of subsys-
tems. We present a Bell-like inequality that involves cor-
relations between different numbers of subsystems which
is satisfied by all LHV models and violated by the quan-
tum correlations.
II. STATES OF INTEREST
We shall be interested here in states of several two-level
quantum systems (qubits). A general state of N qubits
can be represented as follows:
ρ =
1
2N
3∑
µ1,...,µN=0
Tµ1...µNσµ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σµN , (1)
where σµn ∈ {1 , σx, σy, σz} is the µnth local Pauli op-
erator of the nth party and Tµ1...µN ∈ [−1, 1] are the
components of the extended correlation tensor. They are
given by directly experimentally accessible expectation
values Tµ1...µN = Tr[ρ(σµ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σµN )].
Consider first so-called Dicke state of N qubits with e
excitations
|DeN 〉 =
1√(
N
e
)
∑
pi
|π(1 . . . 10 . . . 0)〉 , (2)
where |0〉 (|1〉) is the eigenstate of σz local Pauli opera-
tor corresponding to +1 (−1) eigenvalue, π(1 . . . 10 . . .0)
denotes a permutation of e ones and N − e zeros, and(
N
e
)
gives a number of such permutations.
We focus on the following even mixture of Dicke states
for odd number of qubits:
ρeN =
1
2
|DeN 〉 〈D
e
N |+
1
2
|DN−eN 〉〈D
N−e
N |. (3)
This family of states generalizes examples of genuinely
multiparty entangled states without N -party correlations
studied in [12, 13]. In the Appendix we show that all cor-
relations between odd number of subsystems vanish in
the state (3), whereas all correlations between even num-
ber of subsystems are equal to the corresponding corre-
lations of the Dicke states |DeN〉.
This immediately implies that correlations between
any odd number of subsystems admit LHV model,
namely the model of white noise. In order to study
whether there exists LHV description for correlations be-
tween an even number of observers we employ the follow-
ing sufficient condition derived in [5]. In a Bell experi-
ment with two settings per observer, correlation functions
admit LHV model if
Ck ≡ max
2∑
j1,...,jk=1
T 2j1...jk ≤ 1, (4)
where k is the even number of observers and the max-
imization is performed over all planes spanned by the
Bloch vectors of the local settings. This optimization
can be performed analytically by adapting the method
of Ref. [14] and in Table I we gather the results for sev-
eral qubits. In particular, it turns out that for consid-
ered states all bipartite correlations admit explicit LHV
models of Ref. [5], whereas for a state ρ25, such explicit
2State C2 C4 C6 p2setcr p
3set
cr
ρ
1
5
8
25
= 0.32 33
25
= 1.32 − 0.536 0.477
ρ
2
5
18
25
= 0.72 24
25
= 0.96 − 0.767 0.746
ρ
1
7
13
49
≈ 0.27 25
49
≈ 0.51 85
49
≈ 1.73 0.271 -
ρ
2
7
200
441
≈ 0.45 32
147
≈ 0.22 129
49
≈ 2.63 0.295 -
ρ
3
7
32
49
≈ 0.65 864
1225
≈ 0.71 256
245
≈ 1.04 0.508 -
TABLE I. Incompatibility of local hidden-variable models.
We present here optimized values of the left-hand side of con-
dition (4) calculated for correlations between two (C2), four
(C4) and six (C6) subsystems of a global system in a state
ρ
e
N listed in the first column. Due to permutational symme-
try of the Dicke states the correlations are the same for any
particular set of subsystems. Note that all bipartite correla-
tions admit LHV models of Ref. [5]. Moreover, the state ρ25
(highlighted) admits the model also for four-partite correla-
tions. The last two columns give critical admixture pcr such
that if p > pcr there does not exist any LHV model describing
quantum probabilities of Bell experiment with two and three
settings per observer conducted on a state pρeN + (1− p)ρwn,
where ρwn is a completely mixed state of white noise. There-
fore, all the discussed mixtures of Dicke states violate some
Bell inequality and we present the optimal one for the state
ρ
2
5 in the main text. In this way we show that although this
state admits LHV description on all levels of correlations sep-
arately, it does not admit such a description as a whole.
models exist for correlations between any number of sub-
systems[? ]. Nevertheless, as we show in the next section,
these models are incompatible as revealed by a new type
of Bell-like inequality.
It is worth mentioning, that due to the results pre-
sented in [15], LHV models for bipartite correlations of
states ρeN exist at least for any number of settings of
one party and N − 1 settings of the second party. In-
deed, these states are (1, N − 1)–symmetric extensions
of its bipartite reduced states, which according to [15]
implies the conclusion. Furthermore, if e = (N − 1)/2,
then states ρeN can be obtained by tracing out one qubit
from a Dicke state |De+1N+1〉. Accordingly, for these cases
LHV models with N settings for the second party exist.
For example in case of ρ25 this assures the existence of
the model for any number of settings of one party and
5 settings for the second, whereas using the numerical
method [16] we cannot find a violation of a local realistic
model up to ten settings per side. Moreover, all models
discussed above are more general that the ones coming
from condition (4), since they reconstruct all quantum
probabilities and not only correlations.
III. BELL-TYPE INEQUALITY INVOLVING
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT
NUMBERS OF SUBSYSTEMS
We reveal the incompatibility between the LHV model
for bipartite correlations and the model for four-partite
correlations by showing that these two sets of correlations
violate an inequality that combines both of them.
It turns out that it is sufficient to consider only two
settings per observer. We now introduce the following
Bell inequality:
Epi(11110) + Epi(22220) + Epi(12220)
−Epi(21110) − Epi(11000) − Epi(22000) ≤ 6, (5)
where e.g. Epi(11110) denotes a sum of all correlation
functions with indices obtained by permuting elements
(11110), i.e., it is given by the sum of five correlations
Epi(11110) = E11110 + E11101 + E11011 + E10111 + E01111.
We denote by Ekl000 correlations between measurement
results obtained when the first observer sets his measur-
ing device to the kth setting, the second observer sets his
apparatus to the lth setting, and the remaining observers
are not relevant. Similarly for correlations between four
observers. Counting all the permutations involved in this
inequality, one finds that it is a sum of 70 terms, 20 of
which are bipartite correlations and 50 terms being cor-
relations between four subsystems.
The bound of inequality (5) is easily verifiable on a
computer. The extremal value of the Bell expression
on the left-hand side of (5) is attained for determinis-
tic LHV models, i.e. the models that perfectly predeter-
mine results of all possible measurements. In our case
of five observers each choosing one of two measurement
settings we have altogether ten predetermined results,
A1, A2, . . . , E1, E2 = ±1, where A1 is the result the first
observer would obtain if he were to measure the first set-
ting, A2 is the result the first observer would obtain if
he were to measure the second setting and so on. We
denote the two possible results of a measurement by ±1.
Correlation function is defined as expectation value of
the product of measurement results and therefore within
a deterministic LHV theory a correlation function is just
a product of predetermined results, e.g., Ekl000 = AkBl
and Eklmn0 = AkBlCmDn. Inserting such products in
the Bell expression on the left-hand side of (5) and check-
ing its value for all 1024 combinations of predetermined
results one finds that the left-hand side attains only three
values: −26,−10 and 6. Hence the upper bound of 6
holds for all LHV correlations.
IV. QUANTUM VIOLATION
We have chosen the Bell inequality (5) because in
the following sense it is the optimal inequality for the
state ρ25. Consider a mixed state ρ = pρ
2
5 + (1 − p)ρwn,
where ρwn =
1
25 1 represents a completely mixed state
of no correlations whatsoever and therefore admitting
LHV model. We have verified numerically using soft-
ware described in Ref. [16] that the critical value of p
above which the state ρ violates some Bell inequality
equals pcr = 0.7671 (see Table I). Exactly the same value
is found using inequality (5). Accordingly, the highest
quantum value of the left-hand side of (5) is given by
7.8217. Almost this maximal violation is observed for
3a very simple set of measurement settings. If the same
settings described by Bloch vectors
~s1 = (cos
pi
5 ,− sin
pi
5 , 0), (6)
~s2 = (cos
pi
20 , sin
pi
20 , 0), (7)
are chosen by all the observers, the value of the Bell ex-
pression (5) measured on the state ρ25 is given by 7.7831.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We presented a new type of Bell argument that in-
volves correlation functions between different numbers of
observers. This new inequality is shown to be violated by
quantum predictions for a class of multiparty entangled
states for which we also show that correlations between
any fixed number of subsystems admit LHV models. We
conclude that these models are incompatible and cannot
be extended to explain all the correlations of the quantum
states. We hope this research will stimulate experimental
demonstration of the incompatibility.
Dicke states with various fidelities have been realized
up to six qubits encoded in polarization of photons [17–
19]. Note that the state ρ25 can be obtained by tracing out
one qubit from a six-qubit pure Dicke state with three ex-
citations, and this method has been used to observe some
properties of the state ρ25 [19]. However, the measure-
ments performed up to date are not of the sort required
by our inequality. A new experiment is necessary in order
to demonstrate the incompatibility.
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VII. APPENDIX
Appendix A: Correlations of states ρeN
Here we show that states (3) have vanishing correla-
tions between an odd number of subsystems and corre-
lations between an even number of subsystems are the
same as those of the Dicke state |DeN 〉.
Consider k observers performing local measurements
on the Dicke state. The correlations they observe are
given by the average value:
Tj1...jk0...0(D
e
N ) = 〈D
e
N |σj1 ⊗ · · ·⊗σjk ⊗ 1 ⊗ · · ·⊗ 1 |D
e
N 〉,
(A1)
where jn = x, y, z and due to permutational symmetry of
the Dicke state every set of k observers measures the same
correlations. Anti-Dicke states are obtained by flipping
all the qubits in the Dicke states:
|DN−eN 〉 = σx ⊗ · · · ⊗ σx|D
e
N 〉, (A2)
and therefore their correlations are also given by the
right-hand side of (A1) but with Pauli operators σjn
replaced by σxσjnσx. Note that σxσyσx = −σy and
σxσzσx = −σz. Furthermore, the non-zero correlation
tensor components have even number of x and y indices.
Indeed, if the number of y indiced is odd, the action of
Pauli operators on the Dicke state produces imaginary
global phase and since correlations are real they must
vanish. If the number of x indices is odd, the total num-
ber of qubits flipped by the application of Pauli operators
is also odd and therefore after the flip the number of ex-
citations is different than before and correlations vanish.
In conclusion, the correlations of anti-Dicke states are ei-
ther the same or opposite to those of Dicke states and
this is decided by the parity of the number of z indices
which is the same as the parity of the number of mea-
sured systems:
Tj1...jk0...0(D
N−e
N ) = (−1)
kTj1...jk0...0(D
e
N ). (A3)
This property applied to even mixture of Dicke and anti-
Dicke states concludes the proof.
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